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A B S T R A C T

An increase in non-enzymatic collagen matrix cross-links, such as advanced glycation end-products (AGEs), is
known to be a major complication in human mineralized tissues, often causing abnormal fractures. However,
degradation of mechanical properties in relation to AGEs has not been fully elucidated at the material level.
Here, we report nanoscale time-dependent deformation and dimensional recovery of human tooth dentin that
has undergone glycation induced by x-ray irradiation. The reduction in enzymatic collagen cross-linking and the
increased level of AGEs with concomitant growth of disordered collagen matrix diminished creep deformation
recovery in the lower mineralized target region. However, the elevated AGEs level alone did not cause a re-
duction in time-dependent deformation and its recovery in the higher mineralized target region. In addition to
the elevated AGEs level, the degradation of the mechanical properties of mineralized tissues should be assessed
with care in respect to multiple parameters in the collagen matrix at the molecular level.

1. Introduction

The fracture resistance of mineralized tissues partially depends on
structural features across several unique hierarchical scales (Balooch
et al., 2004; Seeman and Delmas, 2006). The mesoscopic-scale struc-
tures in mineralized tissues such as haversian osteons and dentinal tu-
bules play an important role in producing interfaces that open up in the
presence of potentially dangerous cracks, thus deflecting the crack and
making its propagation energetically expensive (Bechtle et al., 2010).
However, the role of the foundational structural unit across these
hierarchical scales, namely the two-phase arrangement of anisometric
nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite preferentially oriented in a collagen
matrix, has not been fully elucidated.

Non-enzymatic cross-linking is often mediated by concomitant ac-
cumulation of advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) during the
aging process (Bailey et al., 1998; Miura et al., 2014; Saito and
Marumo, 2010) or abnormal bone metabolism in type-II diabetes
(Katayama et al., 1996; Rodriguez et al., 2017), resulting from the

covalent bonding of oxidizing sugars and free amino groups such as
arginine and lysine on the collagen. Such glycations reduce the time-
dependent viscoelasticity of mineralized tissue against externally im-
posed strains (Ganeko et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017). Stress in-
tensity at crack tips can be weakened by extra energy expenditure as-
sociated with delayed viscoelastic (time-dependent) deformation of the
collagen matrix (Ji and Gao, 2004; Pattin et al., 1996). Further char-
acterization at the nanoscale (i.e., material level) can help to probe the
local degradation of mechanical properties caused by AGEs.

Tooth dentin is a mineralized tissue, and teeth extracted for ortho-
dontic reasons are the most readily obtainable source of dentin.
Phylogenetic studies have revealed that original dentin analogues are
very similar to those of bone, with osteoblasts/odontoblasts located in
alveoli, as is the case for osteocytes surrounded by bone within lacunae
(Beniash, 2011; Smith et al., 2012). Biomineralization is the cell-
mediated process by which inorganic mineral is deposited in the ex-
tracellular matrix. Structural matrix molecules, such as collagenous
proteins and series of enzymes, direct the entry and fixation of mineral
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salts exclusively in bone and dentin so that both tissue structures are
almost equivalent at the material level. Additionally, x-ray irradiation
imparts damage to the peptide bonds in the collagen and elevates the
concentration of AGEs (Barth et al., 2010, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2007).

The lack of mechanical integrity related to AGEs has drawn much
attention, yet a sole function bulk-scale standard regulation test is not
capable of assessing the mechanical properties of dentin at the material
level without structural variation over the micron scale. In this respect,
nanomechanical testing technologies, such as the currently available
instrumented nanoindentation system, enable the mechanical proper-
ties of mineralized tissues to be measured at the material level (Ganeko
et al., 2015; Maruyama et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017). These
testing technologies enable both high placement precision and the
ability to capture viscoelastic properties over a wide range of strain
rates.

In the present study, a series of nanoindentation tests was per-
formed on x-ray irradiated human tooth dentin allowing elevation of
local AGEs. Raman microspectroscopy was also undertaken, to assess
molecular structure disruption in the dentin collagen matrix at the
material level.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Specimen preparation

Six human premolar teeth were extracted (for orthodontic reasons)
under a protocol approved by the ethics committee of the School of
Dentistry, Showa University (Ref.:2014-031). The donors were aged
between 18 and 25 years. The tooth specimens were stored in Hank's
balanced salt solution (HBSS; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to
minimize any change in their mechanical properties (Habelitz et al.,
2002). Teeth were sectioned horizontally across the coronal portion
using a low speed diamond saw (Isomet LS, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL,
USA). The samples were embedded in cold-cure epoxy resin (Palapress®

Vario, Heraeus, Kulzer, Hanau, Germany). The surface was polished
with silicon carbide paper (#800–1000) and finished with 0.3–0.05 µm
alumina polishing paste (Micro Polish™, Buehler).

The samples underwent x-ray irradiation using an x-ray generator
(MBR-1520R-4; Hitachi Medical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) operating at
150 kV and with a dosage rate of 57.26 Gy/min. The distance from the
x-ray tube to the sample was maintained at 250mm. Total absorbed
dosage into the sample surface was 10–30 KGy in accordance with the
findings of a previous study (Barth et al., 2011). Non-irradiated dentin
(0 Gy) served as a control for each tooth. Note that a Gray (Gy) is a unit
of absorbed ionizing radiation, equivalent to absorbed energy per unit
mass (1 Gy≡1 J/Kg).

We noted in our preliminary experiments that the degradation of
dentin was not constant within the 10–20 KGy x-ray dosage range,
likely dependent upon the original condition of each extracted tooth.
However, an irradiation dosage of 30 KGy showed degradation of the
dentin matrix and time-dependent mechanical properties irrespective of
the sample choice (six teeth). Thus, the present study focused on the
findings observed in the dentin samples with the 30 KGy dosage. A
representative dataset is shown in this study.

Two target dentin areas – 500 µm below the enamel–dentin junction
(EDJD) and 500 µm above the pulp–dentin junction (PDJD) – were
assessed along with the following Raman microspectroscopy and a
series of nanoindentation test protocols (Fig. 1).

2.2. Raman microspectroscopy

Raman spectra on the surfaces of the samples were acquired using a
confocal Raman microscope (RXN1; Kaiser Optical Systems Inc., Ann
Arbor, MI, USA). The 50× objective focused light from a 785 nm laser
diode source was used on a 3 µm spot on each target region. The ac-
quisition time was 20 s with three accumulations. The Raman scattered

light was collected by a spectrometer with a spectral resolution of
1 cm−1.

From each Raman transect, a normalized mean spectrum was gen-
erated to offset the effect of a single spectrum on the arithmetic mean.
Transects were imported into MATLAB 12.1 (MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA), wherein the spectra were corrected for dark signals and
averaged into normalized spectra (Dehring et al., 2006). Background
signals were removed from the normalized spectra using a user-defined
multipoint baseline routine, and the Raman bands were curve-fit if all
the band intensities were non-negative and the fit yielded an R2 value
greater than or equal to 0.99.

Previously reported Raman shift assignments for mineral and matrix
were used (Carden et al., 2003). Peak intensities around 1660 cm−1

were recorded for amide I. Two sub-bands, 1660 cm−1 and 1690 cm−1

may be indicative of secondary structure changes associated with col-
lagen cross-linking (Paschalis et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2009). The in-
tensity of the 1660/1690 cm−1 sub-bands was used to estimate non-
reducible/reducible collagen cross-linking. The band intensities of
amide III were calculated using a baseline from 1296 cm−1 to
1208 cm−1.

Raman shift assignments for AGEs have been reported previously
(Smith et al., 2012). The relative content of pentosidine was
1550 cm−1. The band intensities of the υ1 phosphate (PO4

3-) vibration
mode were calculated using a baseline from 983 to 900 cm−1. The
above second-derivative peak intensities were normalized to the max-
imum height of the υ1 phosphate mode (Barth et al., 2011; Jang et al.,
2014; Xu et al., 2009).

2.3. Nanoindentation

The polished tooth samples were stored in HBSS (Sigma-Aldrich)
until required for testing. Each nanoindentation test on the EDJD and
PDJD was completed within 60min (Ang et al., 2010). After na-
noindentation tests on each target region, the samples were again
stored in HBSS to maintain constant hydration, and were then subjected
to the following tests. Nanoindentation tests were performed on the
EDJD and PDJD regions using a diamond pyramidal Berkovich tip at-
tached to a quantitative nanomechanical test instrument (TI 950 Tri-
boindenter, Hysitron Inc., Minneapolis MN, USA) interfaced with an
atomic force microscope. Fused quartz was used as the standard cali-
bration material to determine the indenter tip area function and the
compliance of the instrument (Oliver, 1992; Oliver and Pharr, 2004;
Pharr and Brotzen, 1992). The distance between indents was kept above

Fig. 1. A representative light scope image (scale bar = 1mm) and atomic force
microscopy observation (scale bar = 10 µm) of a cross-sectioned tooth sample
used in this study. Two target dentin areas – 500 µm below the enamel–dentin
junction (EDJD) and 500 µm above the pulp–dentin junction (PDJD) – were
assessed.
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10 µm to avoid any influence of residual stress from adjacent indenta-
tions. The thermal drift rate at a contact load of 2 µN was monitored for
40 s prior to indentation to correct the indentation depth for thermal
drift based on the time-mean thermal drift rate over the final 20 s.
Measured indentation data for each sample in the contact depth range
of 20–200 nm were used by considering the effective range of the tip
area function. The load applied to the sample was controlled using a
closed-loop-control algorithm for all tests performed in this study. For
the closed-loop load-control tests, the indenter tip was first withdrawn
from the surface to a set distance (lift height) and the recaptured sample
surface was determined based on a pre-load of 2 µN. The reduced elastic
modulus Er was calculated from the force–displacement curve using the
standard analysis procedure (Oliver, 1992) defined by Eq. (1), where S
is the contact stiffness calculated at the onset of the unloading slope and
A is the projected contact area of the indenter tip as a function of
contact depth.

=E S π
A2r (1)

To determine the effective range of nanoindentation depths for each
sample, the elastic moduli of all samples were measured as a function of
depth using the partial unloading technique (Field and Swain, 1995)
with a load function containing a total of 20 partial unloading cycles,
each comprising a 1 s loading segment, a 1 s hold segment, and a 1 s
unloading segment to a maximum loading force of 1000 μN. Standard
nanoindentation analysis techniques based on the assumption of iso-
tropic elastic–plastic (time-independent) materials were used
(Ebenstein and Pruitt, 2006). However, biological tissues often exhibit
viscoelastic or time-dependent behavior. When loading is followed by
unloading without a sufficiently long hold period at the peak load,
displacement continues to increase during the initial portion of the
unloading phase, resulting in an overestimation of the actual elastic
contact stiffness of the sample. This phenomenon can result in a ne-
gative slope in the initial unloading region, making it impossible to
accurately quantify the elastic modulus. For the tests reported here,
each loading portion was followed by a 1 s hold period to minimize the
effect of creep on the unloading stiffness (Shibata et al., 2013). The
elastic moduli of biological tissues can also vary as a function of the
unloading strain rate (Maruyama et al., 2014). The material homo-
geneity of the specimens was confirmed by observation of near constant
elastic moduli within the effective measurement area. The following
nanoindentation tests were performed within the range of the constant
elastic moduli for each target region.

2.3.1. Continuous measurement of dynamic strain
Force–displacement curves were recorded at a loading rate of

50 µN/s to a maximum load of 500 µN. The loading portion was fol-
lowed by a 60 s hold during which sinusoidal dynamic indentations
were superimposed. The applied amplitudes of the sinusoidal oscilla-
tions were 20 µN at frequencies of 1 and 100 Hz within a single in-
dentation (nanoDMA III, Hysitron Inc.). The 20 µN force created ap-
proximately 2 nm displacement amplitudes to precisely measure the
material stiffness using dynamic indentation tests. During this period,
the indenter tip also simultaneously captured the frequency-dependent
loss tangent (tan δ). During the superimposed dynamic sinusoidal in-
dentation loading, a phase lag between the applied stress and the
measured strain signal indicates viscoelastic behavior. For an elastic
solid, the resulting stress and strain should be completely in phase,
while for a Newtonian viscous fluid there is a 90° phase lag in strain
with respect to the applied stress (Van Krevelen and Te Nijenhuis,
2009). The tangent of the phase lag (tan δ) is the ratio of the storage
modulus (E′) to the loss modulus (E′′) as described by the following
equations (Herbert et al., 2008):

=
″

′
δ E

E
tan (2)

′ =E S π
A2

e

(3)

=S σ
ε

δcose
0

0 (4)

where A is the projected contact area obtained with Eq. (4) and the tip
area function, σ0 is the stress amplitude, ε0 is the strain amplitude, and δ
is the phase lag (radians). A correction for the elastic modulus de-
termination can be made using Eq. (3) with the effective contact stiff-
ness Se defined in Eq. (4).

2.3.2. Nanoindentation creep and creep recovery
The force–displacement curves were recorded at a loading rate of

100 µN/s to a maximum load of 500 µN. The fast-loading portion likely
generated a large amount of time-dependent creep behavior without
the effects of initial delayed responses. Although almost time-in-
dependent materials such as metals or ceramics are not deformable
against constant load, mineralized tissues are deformable over time
along with matrix protein unfolding (so-called “creep” behavior). A
constant 500 µN loading force was applied with a 60-s holding time to
produce measurable viscoelastic creep on the target dentin regions. The
creep rate normalized against maximum contact depth prior to constant
load-holding was calculated (Maruyama et al., 2015, 2014). Another
60-s hold period was included during the unloading segment at 2% of
the peak load (10 µN) following the creep test to analyze the creep
recovery of the indentation regions.

A relatively fast unloading rate of 100 µN/s was applied during the
unloading portion. This enabled reduction of the possible delayed re-
sponse related to background unloading deformation, thus allowing
only the time-dependent recovery process against the foregoing in-
dentation creep deformation to be visualized.

The relative recovery of dentin in relation to deformation was cal-
culated as a percentage of the relationship, as follows:

= ×Recovery h h% / 1002 1

where h1 is the maximum indentation depth during creep at maximum
load, and h2 is the time-dependent displacement recovery during
minimum loading at 2% of maximum (He and Swain, 2007).

2.4. Statistical analysis

Five normalized Raman datasets from each tooth were averaged. At
least nine indentation tests were performed on the target regions in the
dentin and the results were averaged, with six teeth evaluated. For the
nanoindentation creep and creep recovery, the mean values of the six
teeth were merged. All values are expressed as the mean± standard
deviation (SD). A Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare between
two groups, while Dunnett's test was used for multiple comparisons
between the control and each treatment group. The Bonferroni-Holm
method was used for all pairwise comparisons of results from three or
more groups. The normal distribution of each dataset was confirmed
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. P-values (Mann-Whitney U-test)
and adjusted p-values (Dunnett's test, Bonferroni-Holm method) at<
0.05 were considered to be significant. The data reproducibility was
confirmed with six different teeth.

3. Results

Raman spectra showed average values attributable to bone tissue
(Shibata et al., 2013), such as amide I at 1660 cm−1, amide III at
1250 cm−1, and υ1 phosphate at 960 cm−1 (Fig. 2). Additionally, the
samples showed lines splitting the amide III bands at 1250 cm−1 and
1263 cm−1, which were attributed to disordered and ordered matrix
proteins, respectively (Gasior-Głogowska et al., 2010; Janko et al.,
2010). A band at 1550 cm−1 attributable to pentosidine was also de-
tectable throughout the study (Salehi et al., 2013).
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The intensities of the second derivative 1660/1690 cm−1 ratio at-
tributable to the collagen cross-linking ratio obtained from the EDJD
and PDJD at 0 Gy were equivalent (Fig. 3A). X-irradiation of 30 KGy
decreased the intensity ratio in the PDJD region significantly
(p < 0.05), while that of the EDJD region was constant (p > 0.05)
even after irradiation. The relative peak intensities at 1550 cm−1 at-
tributable to pentosidine increased with irradiation, yet the increase
was significant (p < 0.05) only in the EDJD (Fig. 3B). Although a

statistically significant increase in AGEs was not visible in the PDJD
(p > 0.05), a relative peak intensity at 1250 cm−1 attributable to
disordered collagen matrix protein increased significantly with x-ray
irradiation (Fig. 3C) (p < 0.05).

The preliminarily depth-dependent loading/partial unloading na-
noindentation tests showed that the elastic moduli were constant within
the range from 40 nm to 200 nm contact depth (Fig. 4B and C). Within
this target measurement range, the average elastic moduli of the EDJD

Fig. 2. Representative Raman spectra of the EDJD (A) and PDJD (B) with or without x-ray irradiation. A representative second-derivative spectrum of the target
region (C).

Fig. 3. Normalized Raman peak intensity ratios obtained from the EDJD and PDJD regions with or without x-ray irradiation (1660 cm−1/1690 cm−1) that may be
indicative of secondary structure changes associated with collagen cross-linking (A). The relative peak intensity of 1550 cm−1 attributable to pentosidine (B). The
relative peak intensity of 1250 cm−1 attributable to disordered collagen matrix (C). Five Raman datasets from each tooth were averaged. The mean values of the six
teeth were merged. Results are expressed as mean± standard deviation (n.6). A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered significant (*) against non-irradiated dentin
(0 Gy). The data reproducibility was confirmed with six different teeth.
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was significantly higher (p < 0.05) than that of the PDJD (Fig. 4D).
The elastic moduli calculated by the depth-dependent tests in the EDJD
and PDJD increased (p < 0.05) with x-ray irradiation.

The storage modulus of the samples increased (p < 0.05) with in-
creasing dynamic indentation frequencies (Fig. 5B and C). The values in
the EDJD were significantly higher (p < 0.05) than those of the PDJD.
The loss modulus of the samples decreased (p < 0.05) with increasing
dynamic indentation frequencies. The values for each sample with or
without x-ray irradiation were not significantly different (p > 0.05).

The delayed displacement during maximum loading appeared to
arise from the time-dependent creep behavior of the samples (Fig. 6).
During the 60 s holding time at the maximum loading force, the nor-
malized creep rates in the EDJD (Fig. 6B) and PDJD (Fig. 6C) were
approximately 14% and 13%, respectively. The indentation creep in the
EDJD was observed to be constant irrespective of x-ray irradiation,
whereas the creep rate in the PDJD decreased slightly with irradiation.

The normalized creep recovery data for the EDJD showed less de-
formation during minimum constant loading than that observed for the
PDJD (Fig. 7C). With x-ray irradiation, the observed creep recovery rate
in the PDJD decreased, while that in the EDJD was almost constant
(Fig. 7B). Following commencement of minimum constant loading at
the final unloading, a likely time-independent (nearly pure elastic) re-
covery was observed as a linear portion of creep recovery for both the
EDJD and PDJD samples during the 0.5 s of initial “back creep period”.
This exceptionally rapid recovery (force reduction) by the PDJD was

greater than that observed with the EDJD and was reduced after irra-
diation of 30 KGy (Fig. 7B).

4. Discussion

In the present study, we investigated the time-dependent deforma-
tion and recovery of target regions in human tooth dentin subjected to
x-ray irradiation to allow measurement of the degradation of miner-
alized tissue caused by AGEs at the material level (nanoscale).

The constant elastic moduli measured during depth-dependent
loading/partial unloading tests suggest that within the target effective
measurement range (40–200 nm contact depth), the present series of
nanoindentation experiments were able to assess the almost homo-
geneous dentin mechanical properties at the material level, without the
sensitivity of structural variations on the micron level, such as size-
dependent properties in relation to the presence of peritubular dentin
(Balooch et al., 2004). Based on the assumption that the elastic modulus
of mineralized tissues is almost entirely associated with the mineral
density (Felsenberg and Boonen, 2005; Katsamenis et al., 2012; Ulrich
et al., 1997), the higher elastic moduli observed in the EDJD indicated a
higher mineral density than that of the PDJD. This is consistent with a
previous atomic force microscope-based nanoindentation study (Kinney
et al., 1996). Additionally, the increased elastic moduli at each irra-
diated region implied a possible local shrinkage of the tissues, yet
“normalized” time-dependent properties could precisely assess the

Fig. 4. An indentation load function was used in this study
to enable depth profiling of the elastic moduli of the EDJD
and PDJD with or without x-ray irradiation (A). Elastic
moduli versus contact depth of the EDJD (B) and PDJD
(C). The values of three indentation data were merged.
The average elastic modulus within the effective mea-
surement range from 40 nm to 200 nm (D). Results are
expressed as mean± standard deviation (n.9 on the same
sample surface). A p-value of less than 0.05 was con-
sidered significant (*). Six different teeth showed a similar
tendency irrespective of the varied moduli related to their
structural (directional) heterogeneity.
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integrity of the matrix protein.
The stiffness of mineralized tissue is determined by the volume of

the mineralized fraction, whereas the viscoelastic behavior is de-
termined by the quality of the collagen matrix (protein) within the
mineralized tissue (Chuang et al., 2015; Jantarat et al., 2002; Pashley
et al., 2003). According to a previous report that illustrated a simple
viscoelastic Maxwell model using a viscous dashpot and elastic spring
connected in series (Wenchang et al., 2003), high viscoelasticity often
leads to a greater delayed response to low strain-rates results in a high
loss modulus at lower frequencies. The almost equivalent loss modulus
and the theoretical lowest frequency, such as at constant loading
(≈0 Hz) during indentation creep observed at the EDJD and PDJD
suggest that the matrix quality of both target dentin regions was likely
comparable irrespective of x-ray irradiation. However, these conven-
tional assumptions that relate to the delayed responses will be carefully
considered below, based on our findings relating to the creep de-
formation recovery process with or without x-ray irradiation.

The unfolding of protein links (creep) allows for extra energy ex-
penditure, which is interpreted as high-energy absorption during con-
tact deformation of mineralized tissue (Fantner et al., 2006; Hansma
et al., 2005). Additionally, the spontaneous refolding ability of the
protein links allows a “time-dependent” dimensional recovery, which is
interpreted as creep recovery. Based on the equation % Recovery = h2/

h1 × 100, viscoelastic recovery alone should not exceed 100% during
minimum constant loading at 2% of maximum loading force. Our re-
sults revealed that recovery above 100% shown in both target regions
was likely associated with extra-elastic recovery prior to pure back
creep (creep recovery) (Rodriguez et al., 2017). Rapid recovery at the
onset of the back creep period (Fig. 7) suggested that an excessive
contact area between the indenter tip and the sample surface did not
allow for prompt reduction of the loading force to a minimum constant
load during the initial few micro-seconds, despite the closed-loop
control algorithm throughout the indentation tests (Rodriguez et al.,
2017). A temporary pile-up of dentin against indenter penetration
during the loading-holding (creep) portions occurred within the elastic
range (Ganeko et al., 2015; Maruyama et al., 2014, 2015), implying the
inverse; namely, that the tissues surrounding the indenter tip ap-
proached a normal dimension upon withdrawal of the indenter tip and
the subsequent minimum constant loading, so that excessive recovery
occurred with the following pure viscoelastic (creep) recovery
(Rodriguez et al., 2017). The enhanced storage moduli (Er′) at the EDJD
and PDJD against dynamic amplitudes at high frequencies also revealed
an elastic pile-up opposing indenter penetration on each target region
(Ganeko et al., 2015; Maruyama et al., 2014, 2015). Under shear dis-
placement, most viscoelastic materials expand in the direction

Fig. 5. Dynamic indentation tests. An indentation load function was used to
assess frequency-dependent storage and loss moduli at each dynamic frequency
(A). Storage and loss moduli of the EDJD (B) and PDJD (C) regions with or
without x-ray irradiation at each dynamic frequency. Results are expressed as
mean± standard deviation (n.9 on the same sample surface). A p-value of less
than 0.05 was considered significant. Six different teeth showed a similar ten-
dency irrespective of the varied moduli related to their structural (directional)
heterogeneity.

Fig. 6. Indentation creep tests. An indentation load function was used to assess
time-dependent creep at maximum loading force (A). Normalized creep of the
EDJD (B) and PDJD (C) with or without x-ray irradiation. At least nine in-
dentation datasets of each tooth (n. 6) were averaged. The mean values of each
tooth were merged.
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perpendicular to the applied shear stress (Bar-On and Wagner, 2013;
Janmey et al., 2007; Storm et al., 2005). During high indentation
loading strains, a substantial shear strain is generated parallel to the
indenter tip – dentin interface. Through dilatational behavior, de-
formation primarily occurs perpendicular to the direction of the in-
denter penetration into the surface, resulting in a pile-up of the tissues
around the indenter tip that can increase the contact area and result in
enhanced stiffness. This strain-dependent behavior is most prominent in
highly mineralized tissues (Maruyama et al., 2014, 2015); hence, en-
hanced storage moduli at higher dynamic frequencies were more ob-
vious in the EDJD than in the PDJD. During the creep recovery, the
extra-elastic recovery in the EDJD should be more prominent than that
in the PDJD.

In the absence of continuously increasing strain, apart from the
elastic (pile-up) recovery, the deformed matrix proteins would also
refold or flow back into the deformed area surrounding the indent.
Based on the lower pile-up response in the PDJD compared with that in
the EDJD, the creep recovery observed in the PDJD was mostly asso-
ciated with refolding of the matrix proteins. As such, the degraded
matrix structure–function relationship might be more marked in the
PDJD than in the EDJD after x-ray irradiation.

A reduction in enzymatic cross-linking and the concomitant growth
of the disordered collagen matrix were observed in the PDJD with ir-
radiation at a dosage of 30 KGy. The lack of collagen matrix integrity in

the irradiated PDJD caused inferior time-dependent creep recovery
when compared with that of the non-irradiated PDJD. The elevated
AGEs level was more pronounced in the EDJD after x-ray irradiation,
yet the observed creep and creep recovery were constant in the EDJD
with or without irradiation. Given the above assumption, creep re-
covery in the EDJD was associated more with the extra-elastic recovery
than with time-dependent matrix refolding. This finding makes it dif-
ficult to conclude whether the elevated AGEs level alone results in re-
duced dimensional recovery of mineralized tissues. Although the ele-
vated AGEs level in the irradiated PDJD was not distinctive compared
with that observed in the EDJD, the decreased creep deformation re-
covery observed in the PDJD might be related to the simultaneously
occurring matrix deterioration observed in the irradiated PDJD. The
reduced time-dependent dimensional recovery of mineralized tissues
cannot withstand increasing residual strains (Rodriguez et al., 2017). At
the material level, less time-dependent dimensional recovery caused by
degradation of the collagen matrix could result in a condition of ac-
cumulated fatigue that leads to abnormal fracture.

Mineralized tissues such as bone or dentin are often considered to be
a fluid saturated porous network (Maruyama et al., 2014; Oyen, 2008).
In this context, time-dependent deformation/recovery could occur with
the combination of fluids and proteins that impart a complex non-linear
viscoelastic and/or poroelastic response. However, the partially (not
fully) hydrated teeth used in the present study should not be largely
associated with the poroelastic response. Thus, the degradation of the
collagen matrix is dominant in the reduced time-dependent recovery by
x-ray irradiation.

5. Conclusion

X-ray irradiation of human tooth dentin caused a reduction in en-
zymatic collagen cross-linking with concomitant growth of AGEs and a
disordered collagen matrix. The dimensional recovery of mineralized
tissues is dependent upon time-dependent protein refolding as well as
elastic recovery against high-loading strain rates. The degradation of
the collagen matrix diminished these intrinsic recovery processes ob-
served in intact mineralized tissue. However, the present findings
suggest that the function of AGEs alone may be insufficient to reduce
the dimensional recovery process of mineralized tissues. Moreover,
because of the limited age range of the donors (18–25 years), the pre-
sent findings should be considered with care with respect to predicting
different outcomes in “aged” human tooth dentin (Miura et al., 2014;
Senawongse et al., 2006).
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Fig. 7. Indentation creep recovery tests. An indentation load function was used
to assess time-dependent creep recovery during minimum constant load at 2%
of maximum loading force (A). Normalized creep recovery the EDJD (B) and
PDJD (C) with or without x-ray irradiation. At least nine indentation datasets of
each tooth (n.6) were averaged. The mean values for each tooth were merged.
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